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AbstractThis paper proposes a representation for plans and actions based on the algebraic theory of processes. It isargued that the requirements of plan-execution are better met by representing actions through the processesby which changes occur than by the more widely used state-change representation. A simple algebra ofplans, based on process-combinators, is described and shown to be adequate for a wide variety of plans.The implications of this type of plan-representation are discussed and its advantages for meta-reasoning(including plan-comparison) outlined. This paper presents the theory of processes from the point of view ofplanning and describes a novel method of plan-comparison which draws upon ideas in domain theory.Keywords: Plan-representation; plan-execution; plan-comparison; philosophical foundations



A note on processes for plan-execution andpowerdomains for plan-comparisonDavid Pym Louise Pryor David MurphyQueen Mary & West�eld College Department of Arti�cial Intelligence Securities & Futures AuthorityUniversity of London University of Edinburgh LondonAbstractThis paper proposes a representation for plans andactions based on the algebraic theory of processes. Itis argued that the requirements of plan-execution arebetter met by representing actions through the pro-cesses by which changes occur than by the more widelyused state-change representation. A simple algebra ofplans, based on process-combinators, is described andshown to be adequate for a wide variety of plans. Theimplications of this type of plan-representation are dis-cussed and its advantages for meta-reasoning (includ-ing plan-comparison) outlined. This paper presentsthe theory of processes from the point of view of plan-ning and describes a novel method of plan-comparisonwhich draws upon ideas in domain theory.1 IntroductionThe execution of plans in unpredictable environmentsis fraught with di�culty: actions may not have theexpected results, the environment may change in un-expected ways, and there may be unforeseen oppor-tunities. Classical theories of planning, in which it isassumed that the world changes only as a result of theplanner's deterministic actions, are inadequate in suchcircumstances. Classical theories of plan-representationare motivated by the requirements of plan construc-tion: how to represent plans in order to facilitate rea-soning about them. In this paper, ignoring for the mo-ment the issue of how to construct plans, we concen-trate on the requirements placed on the representationof plans by their execution, and on the comparison ofplans that have non-deterministic outcomes.Historically, there have been two main approachesto representing plans: the situation calculus [22] andstrips add-and-delete lists [8]. Both these approaches,and others that derive from them, are based on thenotion of action as a transition between states [27].However, instead of asking what actions are requiredto bring about a given change of state, it is possibleto ask what changes have been brought about by agiven action. We believe that the latter perspectivehas many advantages over the former, especially whenconsidering plan-execution, and therefore propose anapproach based on the algebraic theory of processes,shifting attention from changes of state to the pro-

cesses by which transitions occur. We contend thata process-based analysis is more powerful and moreexpressive than those based on state-transitions.Plan-comparison has traditionally been consideredin one of two ways. In classical theories of planning,plans will either succeed or fail, and their outcome ispredictable in advance. However, in an unpredictableenvironment it is impossible to guarantee that a planwill succeed; moreover, there may be gradations ofsuccess and failure. These problems have generallybeen addressed by invoking decision-theoretic notions:a utility value is assigned to each possible outcomeof a plan, and the expected utility of the plan thencalculated. We propose a generalized notion of plan-comparison that accounts for decision-theoretic results,but is not limited to situations in which utility valuescan be assigned. Instead of imposing a total order onplan outcomes via their utility values, our analysis,which uses the process-based plan representation wepropose, requires only a partial order. Our analysis ex-ploits the powerdomain semantics of process-evolution[15, 29] and Abramsky's ideas about \domain theoryin logical form" [2].In this paper we present the beginnings of a process-theoretic analysis of plan-representation, plan-executionand plan-comparison. Our language of processes willbe the algebraic/logical theory due to Milner [25, 15].1In x 2, we discuss the advantages that a process-basedrepresentation has over a purely state-based represen-tation, based on the relationship between the agentexecuting a plan and its environment and the require-ments that plan-execution places on plan representa-tions. In x 3, we de�ne an algebra of processes, pre-senting and illustrating a number of combinators thatallow us to construct complex plans from simpler ones.In x 4, we describe a method of comparing plans rep-resented in our process algebra.The use of the process theory to represent plansis not new. It was �rst suggested by McCarthy andHayes [22]; more recently, both the Procedural Rea-soning System (PRS) of George� and Lansky [11] andLyons and Hendriks's RS [20, 21] are based on processtheory. Lansky [18] introduces the notion of action-1Some of the ideas were discussed in [34]. References [17]and [19] in [34] should be taken to refer to the present paper.Reference [18] in [34] should be taken to refer to [33] in thepresent paper.1



based planning for use in logistical planning domains.Firby's raps system [9, 10] and McDermott's RPL [24]are both essentially based on actions. Little attentionhas, however, been paid to the advantages of using theestablished results of process theory. For much morediscussion see: J. Logic Computat. 4(5), 1994.2 Executing plansTheories of AI planning have in general concentratedon issues of plan construction and reasoning aboutplans. They have been able to do ignore issues of planexecution because they assume that the world is pre-dictable: that it is possible to foresee accurately andin detail all the circumstances that will arise and theresults of all actions. If this is so, plan execution is sim-ple: the speci�ed actions are performed in the correctorder; the unexpected cannot occur and nothing cango wrong. Unfortunately, the real world is not like this.Consider, for example, a robot collecting aluminiumcans for recycling in an o�ce building. It cannot knowin advance where all the cans are: indeed, the peoplein the o�ce building will put out new ones while thecollection is in progress. People may move items offurniture and open and close doors, thus complicatingthe its navigation task. Moreover, the robot's gripperwill not always grasp the cans e�ectively: sometimesit may knock one over instead of picking it up. Manyenvironments are, like the robot's o�ce bulding, un-predictable. Agents operating in them cannot foreseethe results of their actions or what circumstances willobtain in the future. In particular, many environmentsare complex (it is impossible for an agent to maintainor even acquire a faithful representation of the environ-ment), dynamic (the environment changes as a resultof the actions of other agents and of exogenous inu-ences) and nondeterministic (the situation in whichan action is performed may not fully determine its ef-fects).Under these circumstances, it is impractical to ex-pect an agent to use a monolithic, detailed plan thatspeci�es exactly what it should do and that is alwaysguaranteed to work [32]. Instead, we should acceptthat plans can and do change during execution; that anagent may have di�erent plans for its di�erent tasks,that interact with each other and the environment inunforeseen ways; and that it is important that plansare operational inasmuch as they must provide ade-quate guidance to the agent that is to execute them.In the remainder of this section we discuss whya process-based representation of plans is e�ective athandling the interactions between an agent and its en-vironment. The remaining issues pertaining to therepresentation of plans are addressed in x 3.2.1 Agents in environmentsAn important aspect of plan execution is the relation-ship between an agent executing a plan and the envi-
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Figure 1: An intensional agent in its environmentronment in which it operates. The interaction betweenthem is two-way: the agent is a�ected by the environ-ment through its perceptions and a�ects the environ-ment through its actions. Moreover, the agent hasonly limited knowledge of its environment. It can ob-serve and interact with the environment locally but ingeneral it can predict neither the environment's nor itsown development. Any theory of planning must there-fore recognize the essentially non-privileged status ofagents in the world; an agent's own actions should berepresented in the same way as external actions.We should like our plan-representations to reectthis view of an intensional agent interacting with itsenvironment; in addition, as we noted above, it shouldaccount for interactions between plans that are exe-cuting concurrently. The algebraic theory of processes[15, 25], which deals with the concurrent execution ofcommunicating processes, provides a framework thatmeets these requirements. In this theory, the possiblebehaviours of an agent and its environment are spec-i�ed as separate but communicating processes. Com-municationworks through the synchronization of pairsof actions and coactions across processes executing inparallel (see x 3.4). For example, the presence in theenvironment of a can on a table is recognized by therobot as a coaction PickUp which synchronizes withthe robot's PickUp action, resulting in the transfer ofthe can from the table to the robot's gripper.Processes evolve during their execution, the formtheir evolution takes depending on their interactionswith other processes. We can specify the evolutionsof processes by giving their operational semantics (seex 3.2). If we represent a plan as a process, its opera-tional semantics thus e�ectively gives a proof theoryof its execution. The joint behaviour of the agent inthe environment can then be inferred from those of theindividual processes and their interactions. Moreover,the speci�cation of a plan is fully operational: the ac-tions to be performed and the relationships betweenthem, the choices to be made, and how the plan is af-fected by external events are all explicit in the plan'sde�nition.We therefore treat agents and environments astwo interacting autonomous processes. We visualize2



an agent as an explorer, �nding out about its envi-ronment through the interactions that occur (see Fig-ure 1). The agent can communicate with the envi-ronment by perception and action only at restrictedlocations. All actions other than those performed bythe execution agent are represented as environment ac-tions: these may be exogenous events, earthquakes or�re alarms for example, or actions performed by otheragents in the world.In this view, a plan describes a collection of per-mitted actions performed by the two processes.2 Theagent performs only actions that are permitted by theplan and realizes that the plan is inadequate whenthe environment does not respond as expected. Thismeans that in a plan we need only specify those ac-tions of the environment that directly a�ect the cur-rent state of the plan; of course, the environment may,and usually will, performmany other actions too, someof which may be relevant later.The use of process algebras to represent plans has,we believe, several advantages. As well as having awell-developed theory with a rich body of results todraw on, they are more expressive than representa-tions based purely on state-changes, as we discuss inthe next section.2.2 Action representationsTraditionally, plans have been seen as combinations(often, simple sequences) of actions. These actions,which we shall term AI actions, are usually consid-ered to be simple, indivisible entities, and are oftenassumed to be instantaneous. They are generally de-�ned in terms of the state-changes that they produce(see, for example, Pednault's description of the state-transition model of action in [27]). Representing AIactions in this way facilitates reasoning about themwhen constructing plans. However, it is not optimalwhen it comes to executing plans. A priori, a purelystate-based representation is not operational in that itdoes not specify how the action should be performed.Telling an agent what the result of an action should beis not the same as telling it what the action is. More-over, when an action is actually performed it may nothave the expected results. From the point of view ofan agent executing a plan, the results the action wasexpected to have when the plan was constructed arenot important: instead, the important issues are, forexample, how the action should be performed, whento stop performing it, and what to do afterwards.In our system of plan-representation, AI actionsare represented as processes built out of basic actionsand process combinators (see x 3). Basic actions arethe smallest possible building blocks of behaviours, forexample the smallest movement that can be made bythe actuators of the robot's arm. AI actions may thus2For simplicity, we shall not di�erentiate between actionsperformed by the execution agent and those performed by theenvironment; it will usually be obvious which we mean.

have internal structure, need not be instantaneous andare de�ned in terms of the basic actions required toperform them. The mathematical theory of processesallows us to reason about how they a�ect the world:we discuss one application in x 4.Purely state-based representations of AI actionshave two major disadvantages: (i) such representa-tions demand that the frame problem be addressed;(ii) they do not handle interruptions to actions ade-quately. As we shall see, these two issues are linked.The frame problem is essentially that of determin-ing how an action a�ects the world. While this is avital issue when reasoning about actions and plans,it might be thought that it is not important in theirexecution, thus rendering it unnecessary to representall possible e�ects of an action. However, this is notthe case. In a complex, dynamic and nondeterminis-tic world it is impossible for plan-execution and plan-construction to be separated entirely. Plan-executionwill necessarily involve replanning: i.e., reasoning aboutwhat to do next. So even when considering plan plan-execution, plan-construction cannot be ignored.There are two common approaches to the frameproblem in purely state-based approaches: (i) thatused in the situation calculus of specifying explicitly(via frame axioms) the propositions that are not af-fected by the action; (ii) the use of the strips as-sumption to assume that no e�ects occur that are notexplicitly speci�ed. While we do not claim that theuse of a process-based representation will solve theframe problem, we do believe that the issue need notbe addressed: it is possible to represent actions andto reason about their e�ects without being forced toaccept the constraints of these two approaches. Wesubstantiate these points in a speci�c example below.The second disadvantage of purely state-based ac-tion representations is that they treat all actions asbeing instantaneous. They de�ne actions in terms ofa transition between the state in which they are exe-cuted (the initial state) and the state resulting fromtheir execution (the �nal state). Purely state-basedrepresentations have nothing to say about intermedi-ate states. Although they are based on the resultsof actions, they ignore the e�ects that an action haswhile it is being executed. This causes problems whenan action is interrupted during execution, and replan-ning has to occur in an unforeseen situation. Thesedisadvantages are also discussed in [6].Of course, there have been several developments ofpurely state-based ideas that address these issues. Forexample, the need for frame axioms can be alleviatedby introducing systems of non-monotonic reasoning,such as in [14]; Lin and Shoham [19] have consideredconcurrent actions in the situation calculus. Alterna-tively, the event calculus [17] considers the interplaybetween events (actions) and time. Full discussion ofthe strengths of these approaches is beyond the scopeof this extended abstract, but we contend that theyamount to moves towards basing planning on a theory3



of processes. Several very useful papers along theselines, too many to discuss in detail here, appeared in:Journal of Logic and Computation 4(5), 1994, SpecialIssue: Actions and Processes. Of particular relevanceis the paper by J. van Bentham, J. van Eijck and V.Stebletsova. We propose going all the way to the useof an algebraic theory of processes and exploiting itselegant and substantial theoretical results.To illustrate the problems of an approach basedpurely on state-changes, consider our can-collectingrobot. Suppose that in addition to collecting alu-minium cans, it also �lls the o�ce drinking fountain.The drinking fountain consists of a reservoir with a �l-ter, and has a tap at the bottom which enables peopleto �ll their drinking glasses. The robot �lls the reser-voir from a jug. People may use the drinking fountainwhile it is performing the action of �lling the reservoir.The robot's plan is to keep �lling the reservoir until itis full. For simplicity, we assume that the jug containsas much water as necessary.Note that the level of water in the reservoir variescontinuously during the action of pouring from the jug.However, the exact course the level follows depends onthe people �lling their glasses and is not predictable inadvance. If the robot interrupts the pouring action forany reason (a �re alarm, say) the water in the reservoirmay be at any level between empty and full. Replan-ning must then take place: the plan that is chosen willdepend on the exact circumstances, but one possibil-ity is to try again to �ll the reservoir (possibly it wasa false alarm).It is easy to construct a process-based plan us-ing recursion: \pour water into the reservoir until itis full" (see x 3.3). Constructing a plan is, however,more di�cult in a purely state-based representation.It is clearly impossible to de�ne a pouring action interms of how much water is added to the reservoir: itmust be de�ned in terms of how much water leaves thejug. When replanning, then, the required amount ofwater must be determined. It is conceivable (thoughunlikely) that it would be possible to use perceptionto determine the amount required under the assump-tion that none is removed during the �lling operation.However, this assumption is unreasonable: during thetime it takes to �ll the reservoir, it is likely that some-one will want a drink. In these circumstances, it isimpossible to construct a successful plan from pouringactions de�ned simply in terms of the amount of waterto be transferred from the jug. Moreover, a pouringaction de�ned purely in terms of state-changes is notoperational: the motor controls of the robot may wellbe such that it is impossible to specify the exact move-ments that should be performed in order to result ina given amount of water moving from the jug to thereservoir.An obvious solution is to construct a plan thatinvolves adding small �xed amounts of water untilthe reservoir is full, and indeed this would be pos-sible. A plan of this kind amounts, essentially, to

an implementation of the process-theoretic solution(see x 3.3), without the bene�t of the direct appli-cability of the theory of processes. Roughly speaking,solutions of this kind are produced by developmentsof purely state-based approaches such as those repre-sented by the event calculus and non-monotonic logics(for many relevant discussions see J. Logic Computat.4(5), 1994).Finally, note that we are not advocating an ap-proach that does away with reasoning about statesaltogether: our point is that expressing AI actions interms of processes is more expressive and enables theuse of powerful analytic techniques (see x 4). More-over, we conjecture that non-monotonic reasoning willplay an important rôle in a process-based theory ofplan-construction. However, such considerations arebeyond the scope of this extended abstract.3 A process theory of plansWe have seen that the representation of actions as pro-cesses has signi�cant advantages over their traditionalrepresentation as state-changes; we now consider howbasic actions can be combined to form plans. Wepresent a basic syntax of process-combinators that al-low us to construct complex plans from actions andsimpler plans. We present the operational semanticsof the combinators and show, by considering a varietyof examples, that our algebra is su�ciently expressiveto describe a wide variety of plans.3Plans are represented by processes built up frommembers of the set of basic actions, Act, using a setof process combinators. The basic machinery we shalluse is that of transition relations: we write transitionsof the form P a�! P 0 to indicate that the processP (representing a plan) is capable of performing theaction a and, in so doing, becoming the process P 0.3.1 Syntax of processesWe introduce the syntax of processes in four stages,according to the grammar (1) and its progressive ex-tensions (2) { (4) below. We discuss their meaningand use in the sequel. The basic syntax is given in(1). This language consists of the empty plan (re-turning outcome r), action pre�x, external choice andinternal choice.P ::= Nil(r) j a � P j P + P j P � P (1)Here the basic actions a are taken from the set Actand outcomes r are taken from a given set Out. Fornow we need make no further assumptions about theset Out. Later on, in x 4, we shall require it to carrythe structure of an algebraic bounded-complete do-main.3Here we shall use the terms \agent" and \plan" interchange-ably to denote the behaviour of an agent executing a plan.4



Practical applications of this theory require a richercollection of combinators, including recursion,P ::= � ~X ( ~X = ~E( ~X)); (2)where ~E notes a vector of expressions; parallel com-position, P ::= P kP (3)and sequential composition,P ::= P ; P : (4)This basic syntax of processes can be extended ina number of ways to deal with speci�c types of situa-tions. For example, information about timing,4 loca-tion, causal relationships between basic actions, prob-abilities and utilities can be incorporated into the cal-culus without signi�cantly complicating the metathe-ory. See, for example, [3, 12].3.2 Operational semanticsWe begin by considering the basic combinators givenby equation (1). We give their operational seman-tics in the usual natural deduction style [30, 31]. Themeaning of a combinator is determined by the rule ofinference that introduces it. All rules are of the formPremiss1 : : :PremissmConclusion ;with the combinator being de�ned by the rule occur-ring only in the conclusion. Axioms are the specialcase in which the set of premisses is empty.We discuss the sorts of plans that they can de�ne,which include �nite contingent and partially orderedplans. We then consider the extension to the languageof plans given in equations (2), (3) and (4), allowingus to express recursive and reactive plans. Here manychoices of meaning are possible within the de�nitionalcapability of operational semantics.3.2.1 The empty planNil(r) is the plan that does nothing and returns theoutcome r. No transition is possible from the emptyplan. Formally, the meaning of this plan is de�ned byits operational semantics:Nil r 2 OutNil(r) 6�!Often, r denotes either success (>) or failure (?); thenotion of plan-outcome can, however, be much moregeneral (see x 4).4Note, for example, that our assumption of an interleavingontologyof parallelismyields one notion of simultaneitywhereasa non-interleaving assumption would yield another.
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CFigure 2: Sussman's anomaly3.2.2 Action pre�xOur �rst combinator is the simple sequence or actionpre�x combinator. If a 2 Act, then a � P is the planthat �rst performs an action a and then executes theplan P . The meaning of this combinator is given by:Pref a 2 Acta � P a�! PWith this combinator we can describe all plansthat consist of a totally ordered sequence of actions.For example, the well-known plan that solves Suss-man's anomaly (shown in Figure 2) is:5Putdown(C) �Move(B;C) �Move(A;B) �Nil(>)Strictly speaking, every plan ends with the empty planNil returning a result; we shall usually omit this whenthe result is >.So far, we have limited ourselves to plans with noalternative courses of action; they have been noncon-tingent plans. However, plans for use in unpredictableenvironments often branch: there may be several al-ternative courses of action; the one to be pursued isdictated by the conditions obtaining at the time of ex-ecution. For example, a plan to paint a chair the samecolour as the table depends on the colour of the table[7]. In order to represent this plan we must be ableto represent the environment; we argued above thatthis should be done by representing it as an agent onthe same terms as the planner. In particular, we rep-resent the results of the planner's perceptory actionsas actions performed by the environment; the plan topaint the chair is Observe(Table) �Colour(Table; Col) �Paint(Chair; Col).3.2.3 External choiceIn the plan to paint the chair we can represent di�erentbranches simply through the arguments of the actions.Often, however, di�erent branches of the plan consistof completely di�erent actions. To see this, considerhow our can-collecting robot should pick up a can:upright cans should be grasped directly, but a can onits side should be rolled against a �xed object and thengrasped. A plan to pick up a can thus depends on thecan's orientation, which is decided by the environment.The robot must be prepared for both alternatives. For5Note that our theory permits actions to have arguments.5



the agent (the robot), this is an external choice (notunder its control).This notion of external choice is captured by thecombinator +. If P and Q are plans, then P +Q is theplan that makes an external choice between plans Pand Q. The meaning of + is de�ned by its operationalsemantics:CL P a�! P 0P + Q a�! P 0 CR P a�! P 0Q+ P a�! P 0 :Using this combinator the robot's plan to pick up acan can be written Look � (Upright �Grasp+OnSide �RollAndGrasp).A more complex plan using this combinator is thatproduced by cnlp to solve the problem of getting toa ski resort [28]. This is discussed in detail in [33].3.2.4 Internal choiceThe combinator � allows the represention of plansthat make internal choices without reference to theenvironment. If P and Q are plans, then P �Q is theplan that makes an internal choice between plans Pand Q. As usual, the meaning of this combinator isde�ned by its operational semantics:NL P �Q>!P NR Q� P >!P ;where R>!R0 denotes that R undergoes an internaltransformation into R0. For example, if we were indif-ferent as to which door our robot uses to enter a room,we could represent its plan as Door1 �Door2.The notions of external and internal choice are in asense duals. When the planner sees an external choice,the environment sees an internal choice and vice versa.For example, suppose the robot tosses a coin to decidewhich door to use. We represent the robot's plan us-ing the combinator for external choice:(Heads �Door1) + (Tails �Door2). A description ofthe environment, in contrast, models the fact that itis it, rather than the robot, that decides how the coinlands, making the choice without reference to externalfactors. We therefore represent the process that mod-els the environment using the combinator for internalchoice: (Heads �Nil)� (Tails �Nil).These examples show that the evolutions of envi-ronments and agents within them cannot be consid-ered independently of one another. We must insteadanalyse the mutual interactions of processes and envi-ronments in order to determine their joint behaviour.3.3 RecursionRecursive de�nitions are an essential aspect of plan-ning. For example, the robot's action of �lling thedrinking fountain can be described as \continue pour-ing until the reservoir is full". In process algebra,recursive de�nitions are achieved via the �xed pointcombinator , � ~X ( ~X = ~E( ~X)). This should be read as

\the process ~X such that ~X = ~E( ~X)". Formally, itsmeaning is given by its operational semantics:Rec ~E[� ~X( ~X = ~E( ~X))= ~X ] a�! ~E0� ~X ( ~X = ~E( ~X)) a�! ~E0 :In the premiss, � ~X ( ~X = ~E( ~X)) is substituted for ~X ,where ~X is such that ~X = � ~X ( ~X = ~E( ~X)).Consider, for example, the following recursive pro-cess that describes the robot �lling the drinking foun-tain:Fill = �X(X = ((Full �Nil) + (Pour �X))):If the reservoir is not full, the robot will continue topour.6 It is clear that the de�nition of this plan caneasily be modi�ed to take account of more complexcircumstances.Although the recursion combinator� ~X is very con-venient, for theoretical purposes there is no need tointroduce it at all: a process de�ned recursively canalso be described as a solution to a set of equationsnot involving the combinator � ~X .3.4 Parallel compositionWe consider the combinator for parallel composition ofprocesses: P k Q is the process in which the processesP and Q proceed together, either independently orinteracting with each other via action/coaction pairs.We begin with an example of independent evolu-tion. In navigating around the o�ce, our can-collectingrobot may be simultaneously moving and updatingits representation of the o�ce to take account of anychanges, such as relocations of furniture, that mayhave occurred:Nav = Move �Nav k Update:The plan Update can be a complex process, such asUpdate = Look � AlterMemory �Nav:Now consider interacting evolution, via action/co-action pairs. Suppose we include in the de�nition ofnavigation a case that describes our robot's act of pick-ing up a can:Nav = (Move �Nav + PickUp �Nav) k Update:The evolution of the robot, described by its executingNav, proceeds in parallel with the evolution of theenvironment, described by a process such asEnv = : : : + MoveDesk �Env + PickUp � Env + : : :including the coaction PickUp that describes the exis-tence of a can which may be collected by our robot.6Often we omit the �X , writing, in this example, just Fill =Full �Nil+ Pour � Fill.6



The joint evolution of the environment and therobot can then be described as the evolution of theprocess Env k Nav. The operational semantics of kcan be given in the usual way. In this case, we canspecify the evolution of Env k Nav in terms of theevolutions of Env and Nav as follows:7Par Env PickUp�! Env Nav PickUp�! NavEnv k Nav ��! Env k Nav :Here � is a silent or perfect action, so called because itdescribes the synchronization of PickUp and PickUp,entirely internal to the process Env k Nav [15, 25].Generally, the mathematical semantics of parallelcomposition is a delicate matter. A number of choicesis available even if we assume an interleaving ontologyof processes, in which k is de�nable in terms of +. Thekey idea is the expansion theorem [15, 25]:Theorem 1 (Milner) If P = Pi�i � Pi and Q =Pj �j �Qj, thenP k Q = Pi �i � (Pi k Q)+Pj �j � (Qj k P )+P�i=�j � � (Pi k Qj);where PkRk denotes the �nite external sum. 2It can readily be seen that this theorem gives a reduc-tion of the meaning of parallel composition to that ofexternal choice.83.5 Relabelling and restrictionTwo further combinators are useful in practice: rela-belling and restriction.Relabelling amounts to the ability to rename ac-tions explicitly (and rename coactions consistently).We write P [f ] to denote the process P under rela-belling f . For example, if P = a � Q + a � R andf = fb=ag, then P [f ] = b �Q[f ] + b �R[f ].Restriction is more delicate. It provides a way ofinternalizing speci�ed actions. For example, the agent(P k Q)nfag is the agent P k Q with the action ainternalized. This means that the only permitted syn-chronizations between a and a are those that occurbetween P and Q. In other words, P k Q is preventedfrom making a- or a-synchronizations with its envi-ronment. Restriction is a conservative extension ofthe language of basic combinators: (P k Q)nfag canbe expressed as a solution to a set of equations notinvolving restriction.3.6 InterruptionsDuring the execution of a plan by an agent in an en-vironment, the environment may perform actions that7The general form of the rule follows a similar pattern.8This relies upon the representability of �nite processes in astandard form [15, 25].

cause the agent to abort the current plan and exe-cute an entirely di�erent one. For example, if our can-collecting robot is on its rounds in the o�ce when the�re alarm sounds, then it should stop collecting andmake its escape.It is convenient and natural, we judge, to describethis situation by introducing the interrupt combinator,written P � Q and pronounced \Q interrupts P". Theidea is that the plan P � Q behaves like P untilQ doessomething and then behaves like Q.We may modify the de�nition of the plan Nav Todescribe our robot's behaviour as follows:Nav = ((Move �Nav + PickUp �Nav)k Update) � (Alarm �EmergencyExit):The operational semantics of � can be describedin the usual way:� L P a�! P 0P � Q a�! P 0 � Q � R Q b�! Q0P � Q b�! P � Q0 :The theory of interrupt combinators can be found in[25]. Note that interrupt cannot be de�ned by equa-tions in terms of the basic combinators.3.7 Sequential compositionThe execution monitoring we saw in the last sectionhas much in common with the ideas of so-called \reac-tive planning". We have shown in [33] that our algebraof plans is adequate to describe the traditional plansproduced by classical planning systems, including par-tially ordered plans; it can also be used to describereactive plans.Consider, for example, Agre and Chapman's Pengi[4], which has many di�erent reaction rules, each ofwhich is appropriate under di�erent circumstances.There is also an arbitration mechanism that decidesbetween rules if there are several that are applicable.The process that describes Pengi thus takes the formPengi = �X (((Cond1 �Action1+: : :+ Condn �Actionn)k Arbitration) ; X);where the ; combinator denotes the sequential compo-sition of processes.9 Again, we have a recursive de�ni-tion to represent the execution cycle of repeated ruleapplication.The operational semantics of this notion of se-quential composition can be given simply, althoughat some length, in the usual natural deduction styleillustrated above [25]. Informally, the Q in P ; Qcan proceed as soon as P has terminated. Sequentialcomposition can be de�ned in terms of k [25].9Hitherto, we have considered only the case of a process fol-lowing a basic action; here, we consider the case of a processfollowing another process.7



4 Reasoning about plansWe have not yet considered how to reason about plans.There are many issues that arise in this context thatare absent from plan-execution: in particular, the pos-sible e�ects of actions become important.As we discussed in x 2, one of the advantages ofour representation is that the use of processes allows usto ignore the potential e�ects of actions, which are notrequired for plan-execution. Clearly, a complete the-ory of planning cannot ignore plan-construction andmodi�cation: they are vital capabilities for any agentoperating in an essentially unpredictable world [32].We believe that the large body of theoretical resultsprovided by the use of process theory gives a soundbasis for the necessary analysis.There are two types of reasoning about actionsand plans that must be considered: (i) as designers ofagents, we must be able to reason about the agents wedesign and their interactions with their environments;(ii) an agent must itself be able to reason about itsbehaviour and that of its environment if it is to adapte�ectively to the circumstances in which it �nds itself.We restrict our attention to the former.4.1 Executing and comparing plansWe have discussed how it is that when an agent ex-ecutes a plan it evolves jointly with its environment.We can describe such a joint evolution as a sequenceof the form(E0; P0) a0=) (E1; P1) a1=) � � � an�1=) (En; Pn);where at each step an action ai | performed eitherby the agent (plan) or the environment | occurs.Note that we have restricted our attention here tothe �nite evolutions of terminating plans. Generaliza-tion to the in�nitary evolutions of non-terminating ofplans is possible, but would serve here only to com-plicate our exposition. Note also that we restrict ourattention to the basic syntax of plans (1). It shouldbe clear from the remarks in x 3 that this is su�cientfor the theoretical purposes of this section: with theexception of interrupts, the other combinators can beexpressed in terms of the basic ones.10The interaction of plans and environments, in thenotation of the last section, is given in Figure 3. If asilent move is possible by either party then it is possi-ble by the composite (rules IP and IE) since internalmoves are private. Synchronizations must be agreedupon, so as to form an action/coaction pair, by theplan and the environment (rule Sync), reecting thefact that the planner can only do what the environ-ment allows. (A form of synchronization using Hoare'sconjunction combinator [25] is also possible.)10The absence of interrupts is a rather minor de�ciency. Syn-chronizations across k will usually su�ce, given some codinge�ort.

IP P >!P 0(E;P ) =) (E;P 0) IE E >!E0(E;P ) =) (E0; P )Sync P a�! P 0 E a�! E0(E;P ) =) (E0; P 0) P a�! P 0 E a�! E0(E;P ) =) (E0; P 0)Figure 3: The operational semantics of evolutionSince our syntax of plans includes combinators fornon-deterministic choice, a model of all possible exe-cutions of a given plan in a given environment carriesthe structure of a tree, with each possible choice in anexecution being interpreted by a branch of the tree.De�nition 2 A domain of outcomes, Out, consistsin a set O that carries an algebraic bounded-completepartial order, v, including least and greatest elements,? (complete failure) and > (complete success), withrespect to v. 2For technical reasons, we must suppose that wecan identify a set ET�PT of environment/process pairsthat is terminal. A joint evolution of a given plan in agiven environment will terminate as an element (E;P )of this set. The outcome of this evolution is then takento be an assignment of an element of Out to (E;P ).De�nition 3 Let E � P be the set of all environ-ment/process pairs, let ET � PT � E � P be a setof terminal environment/process pairs and let Out bea domain of outcomes. An Out-valued outcome pred-icate is a partial function O : E � P ! Out suchthat O(E;P ) # (i.e., O(E;P ) is de�ned) just in case(E;P ) 2 ET � PT . An execution (E0; P0) �=) : : : �=)(En; Pn) is said to have outcome r if O(En; Pn) #= r.We write R(E0; P0) for the set of all possible outcomesof the plan P0 in the environment E0:R(E0; P0) := f r j 9(En; Pn) : (E0; P0) �=): : : �=) (En; Pn) andO(En; Pn) #= r g 2Note that in decision-theoretic planning Out isthe set of possible utility values, with the outcome rof executing a plan P from an initial state E0 beingthe utility U(En; Pn) associated with the world state(En; Pn) resulting from that execution [13]. Plans arethen compared on the basis of their possible outcomesby weighting the utilities with the probability that ex-ecuting the plan will result in the associated state,giving the expected utility of plan P0 with respect toenvironment E0:EU(E0; P0) = X(En;Pn )2ET�PT P((En; Pn)j(E0; P0))U(En; Pn):Note that this gives a totally ordered R(E0; P0),namely a subset of the reals. With our more generalnotion of outcome, we cannot use probabilities to com-bine outcomes, and moreover have no total order on8



Out. (We remark that probabilistic process calculiare available, although they are beyond the scope ofthis extended abstract.) Instead, we must extend ournotion of ordering to the sets of outcomes R(E0; P0).This requires a powerdomain [15, 29] on Out.De�nition 4 Let Out = (O;v) be a domain of out-comes. Three powerdomains, each with underlying setthe �nite nonempty subsets of O, are de�ned by takingthe following orderings:1. The upper powerdomain, }u(Out): R vu S, foreach R;S 2 }(O), i�, for all s 2 S, there existsan r 2 R such that r v s (i.e., for everything inS there is an element smaller than it in R);2. The lower powerdomain, }l(Out): R vl S i�,for all r 2 R, there exists an s 2 S such that r vs (i.e., for everything in R there is an elementbigger than it in S);3. The convex powerdomain, }c(Out): R vc S i�both conditions (1) and (2) hold. 2}u(2) = f?g = f>;?gf>g }l(2) = f>g = f>;?gf?g}c(2) = f?gf>;?gf>gFigure 4: Some powerdomains of 2The powerdomain constructions for the two pointdomain 2 are illustrated in Figure 4: it can be seenthat the upper powerdomain corresponds to a pes-simistic view of the world (identifying the possibilityof failure f>;?g with the certainty of it f?g), thelower to an optimistic view (certain success is identi-�ed with possible success) whereas the convex power-domain takes a more balanced view. These intuitionsbroadly carry over to more complicated domainsOut.The interested reader is referred to [29, 15, 35, 36],where details supporting the claim that these con-structions are \natural" are also given. We are now ina position to compare plans.De�nition 5 Two plans, P and Q are said to be i-ordered, written P �i Q, with respect to a class ofenvironments Env if and only if, for all E 2 Env,R(E;P ) vi R(E;Q):The associated notions of equivalence will be written�i (i.e., P �i Q if and only if P �i Q and Q �i P ).

The equivalence �c, induced by the convex powerdo-main }c(Out), will play a central rôle in the sequel;it will be referred to as outcome-equivalence. 2Using these de�nitions and the operational seman-tics given in Figure 3, we can deduce R(E;P ) di-rectly from the syntax of E and P and the outcome-predicate. Thus we can determine whether P �i Q.Finally, note that the combinators are well-behavedwith respect to plan-comparison [15].Proposition 6 The basic plan-combinators are all com-positional with respect to the testing preorders �i. 24.2 A logic of plan-equivalenceIt is useful for us, as designers of agents and, some-times, environments, to be able to specify features ofthe behaviour of plans.Finding the right logic with which to specify andreason about plans is problematic; indeed, the liter-ature is considerable, e.g., [5, 22, 23], but we shallbe concerned (i) that the logic be powerful enough tospecify the behaviour of plans in the presence of inter-nal and external choice, (ii) that logical equivalence(which identi�es plans that model the same formulae)coincide with outcome-equivalence, and (iii) that thiscoincidence should not be accidental: it should reectthe structure of formulae and of process terms.One logic satisfying these requirements arises froma consideration of the powerdomain }c(Out).11Consider the following BNF for a (constructive)modal Out-valued logic:� ::= r j � ^  j Wj �j j hai� j [a]�and let � denote the set of well-formed formulae deter-mined by this grammar. The idea is that r is a basictruth value (so if we were working with 2, we wouldjust have truth and falsity) and the two logical connec-tives ^ (conjunction) and Wj (j-indexed disjunction)are as usual. The interesting formulae, then, are themodal ones of the form hai� or [a]�. The formula hai�tests whether an a change is possible next and � thenholds, so the result of P j= hai� is certain failure, f?g,if P cannot do an a, and the union of the results ofP 0 j= � for all a-derivatives P 0 of P otherwise. [a]� issimilar, except that we succeed f>g rather than fail ifan a is not possible. It should clear that this logic isa relative of dynamic logic.We can recast the interaction of the process andthe environment by replacing the environment by aformula that describes it. The extent to which a pro-cess models such a formula is then a measure of the11Here we are really doing \domain theory in logical form" [2,36]. A general accountwould involve de�ninga domain equationunderlying this situation and showing how the Hennessy-Milner-like [16] result we obtain (Proposition 8) arises from solutionsto this this equation.9



L(r;P ) = frgL(� ^  ; P ) = L(�; P ) \ L( ; P )L _j �j ; P! = [j L(�j; P )L(hai�;P ) = [P 0 ;P a�!P 0L(�;P 0) [ f? j P >! �P 0 6 a�!gL([a]�;P ) = [P 0 ;P a�!P 0L(�;P 0) [ f> j P >! �P 0 6 a�!gFigure 5: The relationship between the logic and out-come powerdomainsoutcome of executing P in the environment modelledby the formula. This idea suggests de�ning a functionL : � �P ! }c(Out)giving the extent to which P is a model for � (Fig-ure 5).Consider this function in more detail: if we arejust working withOut = 2, then L(�; P ) can be eitherf>g (P always guarantees �), f?g (P never guaran-tees �) or f>;?g (P sometimes but not always guar-antees �). This is the logical counterpart ofR: insteadof asking what outcomes are possible if we run P in E,we ask what outcomes are possible of requiring that Pbehave like � [26].The de�nition of L given in Figure 5 matches thegiven intuition for the logic above: the outcome of ask-ing that P model r is just the (singleton) set of out-comes frg; that of asking that P model a conjunctionor disjunction is the corresponding conjunction or dis-junction of outcomes (as an operation on }c(Out)).Of more interest are L(hai�; P ) and L([a]�; P ): theoutcomes of asking that P do an a and then behavelike � are the set of outcomes of asking that P 0 canbehave like � for all a-derivatives P 0 of P , togetherwith total failure (?) if P cannot do an a; the clausefor [a]� is similar, except that we succeed rather thanfail if P cannot do an a. This logic can be used tospecify the properties of the plans in [33].With L, then, we have de�ned a notion of \mod-els" valued on }c(Out), rather than just 2:[[P j= �]]L = L(�; P ):This notion naturally suggests a notion of process-equivalence: two processes should be logically equiva-lent if they have the same behaviour as models.De�nition 7 Processes P and Q are said to be logi-cally equivalent wrt a class L of formulae L i�, for allformulae � 2 L, [[P j= �]]L = [[Q j= �]]L. 2It is possible to show, by induction on the structureof processes and propositions, that R(E;P ) coincidesexactly with L(E;P ). The proof (cf. [1]) is quite
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